Testing
Excel recommends Fluke Networks, this section is written around the use of this range of test equipment.

Twisted Pair Copper
This section describes and sets out the requirements for Class D (Cat 5e) , Class E (Cat 6) and Class EA (Cat6A) balanced twisted pair
copper Permanent Link testing and Channel testing for the Excel warranty.
The preferred test equipment is a Fluke DTX 1800. There is a list of acceptable alternatives in the Warranty Section of the Partner Area at
www.excel-networking.com

Permanent Link Testing
The test set must be fitted with a set of:

l Fluke Permanent Link Adapter PLA1 with Personality Module PM06 (RJ45)
OR

l Fluke Permanent Link Adapter PLA2 (RJ45)
Channel Testing
The test set must be fitted with a set of Fluke Channel test heads.

IMPORTANT:
l Permanent Link Adapters must be ‘serviced’ every 5,000 tests.
l Channel Test heads last for a maximum of 2,000 tests, and cannot be serviced, they should be discarded and new ones purchased.
N.B. This number is based on the amount of matings, i.e. how often a Patch Lead is plugged into them. When testing a channel you
MUST leave that Patch Lead behind or that channel test is no longer valid.

l The test set must be within 12 months of calibration.
l Tests must be run with Graphs Stored enabled and HDTDR / HDTDX recorded for all tests.
l Calibration of the Permanent Link Adapters shall be carried out in accordance with the recommendations of Fluke using a DTXCAL or
DSPCAL as appropriate and on replacement of a Personality Module.

l All Channel Test Heads, Personality Modules or Personality Module tips must be frequently inspected for damage or undue wear.
l At least one set of Fluke calibration tools DSPCAL, DTXCAL must be kept on site at all times during the project installation and testing
phases. NOTE: this may give you an improvement in XTALK and RL results.

l Power frequency must be set to 50Hz.
l Limits database and software must be as per the product set under test and Excel warranty requirement.
l The test limits for Excel are CENELEC EN50173 series including all latest amendments, modified by the copper cable type under test
(Class D, Class E, etc). If there is any doubt for installed cabling regarding which component performance specification to be used,
confirmation should be sought from the client or Project Manager and referred back to Excel for approval under their warranty
scheme.

l Installers should budget and schedule for replacement of Channel Test Heads, PLA2 tips and Personality Modules. The replacement
rate may be lower than recommended or required depending on wear and condition of the test equipment on site.

l Excel will not accept any Permanent Link or Channel test results, where Channel Test Heads and Personality Modules have been used
beyond the maximum of 5000 tests.

Tester Log Sheet
A tester and test set component usage log sheet must be kept with each test set and maintained by the operator of the test set. The
tester log must record the components within the test set including:

l test set ID (serial numbers from all major components)
l test cord ID
l test head serial numbers (PLA and Channel Head)
l calibration status (date of calibration for each component)
l component usage (number of tests executed)
l operator ID (name and company)
Replacement of ALL Copper Reference Test Cords is mandatory when they have completed 100 tests or earlier if damage is present on
the test cord connectors.

At The Start of Each Day
l Check that the batteries are fully charged
l Check all results from the previous day have been off loaded onto a laptop
l Perform a visual check on the condition of the tester components for wear or damage
l Fill out the tester log sheet and confirm all the tester components and leads are within their usage limits
l Plug the designated main end Channel Head or PLA into the main end of the tester
l Plug the designated remote end Channel Head or PLA into the remote end tester
l Enter operator name site and starting cable ID to be tested
NOTE: Every 6 Months (immediately after calibration and then +6 months) run DSPCAL or DTXCAL set up on the PLA heads

For Each Project
l Enter the NVP for the cable obtained from the product specification sheet
l All Excel Cables are stored under ‘Manufacturers’ within the DTX setup tab
l Enter the performance level specification for the Channel or Permanent Link to be tested CENELEC EN50173 Class D, Class E, etc.

Recommendations
l Perform a basic wire map test with a Mod Tap (wire map), or similar, before using the Fluke tester to fault find
l Have a laptop computer on site with the latest version of Fluke Linkware installed
l Identify Main and Remote on the Channel adapters and PLA with a permanent ink pen or label ID system
Excel requires a copy of the test results in Fluke software (flw) or the alternative testers native format. Excel will not accept .pdf files
under any circumstances.
Each report will be stored by Excel.
The Installer will be provided with a copy of the Channel Warranty documentation Excel will endeavour to process Warranty Application
within 5 working days if the process contained in Section 13 is followed.

Testing Set-up
This element is designed to provide the installer with valuable information on how to set up the Fluke DTX correctly to provide
Excel with the required information to assist us in processing the warranty applications smoothly and without undue delay. (The
process is very similar across other testers)
It is an easy to follow step-by- step guide for the less experienced whilst providing a useful reminder for those that have been
testing for many years.

Copper Testing
This will be broken down into a number of sub-topics, Permanent Link, Channel, Harness Links/Consolidation Cables and Patch
Leads. A full description of what each one of these constitutes can be found in the preceding diagrams.
However the first step is to check that your tester is fit for purpose, it has the right software and test limits loaded and has
been calibrated correctly, this can be found by turning the dial around to SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, then scroll down to the Version
Information and press ENTER, this screen will show when the device was last calibrated and the software revision. It is very simple
to check on the Fluke Networks website at Flukenetworks.com and download the latest version.

Then you must reference the Main and Remote Units, this is also carried
out in SPECIAL FUNCTIONS again it is a very simple task, attach the PLA002
Permanent Link Adaptor to the Main and the Channel Adaptor to the remote.
Plug them together.
Then highlight SET REFERENCE and press ENTER, this will then automatically
run through the process of referencing the two units. This only takes a short
while and is recommended prior to starting testing on any project.
The next task is to set up the JOB INFORMATION.
Turn the dial to SETUP and then scroll down to INSTRUMENT SETTINGS then
press ENTER.
Highlight Tab 2 and with OPERATOR NAME highlighted Press ENTER, then press
F1 which will give you the screen to enter the Operators Name, once complete
press SAVE and then EXIT.

Repeat this process for SITE and COMPANY.

Now go to Tab 5 and highlight PLOT GRID, press ENTER and select YES and press ENTER, then press SAVE
Now go to Tab 1 for the final initial settings, highlight STORE PLOT DATA press
ENTER and select EXTENDED then press ENTER again.
Now highlight CURRENT FOLDER, press ENTER and press F1 to create a new folder
for the specific Job, enter the details and then press SAVE and SAVE again to select
the new folder.

Finally highlight RESULT STORAGE LOCATION, press ENTER and select MEMORY CARD (if Present) press ENTER.

do

You have now set up the job
information for the project you are
about to test. However before you
take a moment just to check the
settings in the other two tabs which
relate to general settings such as
time and date format.

Permanent Link
Now you have set up the Job Information you will find this next stage very straight forward.
Turn the dial to SETUP and highlight TWISTED PAIR and press ENTER. You will now see two more Tabs,
Highlight TEST LIMIT and press ENTER you will now see a list of LAST USED Tests, if the required one is not visible, highlight MORE
TEST LIMITS... this will then bring up a list of National, Regional and International Standards Bodies
For this exercise highlight EN, which is Excels preferred testing standard and press ENTER, now scroll down the list to the relevant
standard, highlight it and press ENTER.
Now select the cable type, however on this occasion scroll down to manufacturer
press ENTER and a long list in alphabetical order appears, scroll down and select
Excel press ENTER and all the standard cables will appear, again scroll down
to the relevant one and press ENTER. If it is a Screened cable you will then be
prompted whether you want to carry out a SHIELD TEST, by default ENABLE will be
highlighted, press ENTER.
You will not need to change the NVP as it is automatically stored within the device
for that cable.
Finally on this Tab will be the OUTLET CONFIGURATION, by default we recommend
T568B.

Now go to Tab 2 and select HDTDX/HDTDR press ENTER and select ALL AUTOTESTS and AC WIRE MAP should be DISABLE

Now turn the dial back to AUTOTEST and you are ready to start testing the links. And this should be the screen you will see when
the test is complete.

Because the we have stored the Plot Data in the EXTENDED format as well as Selecting ALL AUTOTESTS for HDTDX/HDTDR, we
can now analyse that information in detail.

Channel
Testing the channel is very simple and straightforward.
Replace the Permanent Link Heads and replace them with the Channel Heads, and following the guidance previously given in
this section, select a new set of patch leads to be used as reference cords they should also be a minimum of 2m in length.
NOTE: these Reference Cord/Patch Leads should be replaced with new ones after every 100 tests.
Turn the dial to SETUP, highlight TWISTED PAIR and press ENTER.
Highlight TEST LIMIT and press ENTER, scroll down the list to the appropriate test, or select tests as described in the previous subtopic, highlight the relevant one and press ENTER.

Turn the Dial back to AUTOTEST and you are ready to start testing the Channel. Once again you should be greeted with a screen
as follows:

Harness Links/Consolidation Cables
This is also sometimes called a Single Connector Permanent Link test. This is a link with an RJ45 Plug at the outlet.
Cabling standards such as EN50173 defined two definitions for link testing, Channel and Permanent Link. In the case of the above
link, it does not fit either model.
Horizontal Cabling

Patch Panel

Measurement
ends here

Channel Adapter
Measurement
starts here

Permanent Link Adapter

* Remote channel adapter & RJ45 plug are excluded from the measurement using Digital Signal Processing

The above solution is a compromise between what the standards define and the desire to provide accurate test results for
both Harness Links and Consolidation Cables. In this test scenario, no user patch cords are involved. Therefore it is more closely
associated with a permanent link test.

When you set the DTX to a Permanent Link standard and then press the Test button you will be greeted by the following screen
which correctly warns that the use of the Channel Head is not compatible with a Permanent Link test.

Continue and press the F3 button to complete the Autotest.
The affect of the remote channel adapter is removed in the above measurement.
The channel adapter will normally add a significant amount of NEXT to the
measurement unless it is cancelled out. The DTX uses Digital Signal Processing to
cancel out the NEXT in the adapter in accordance with The Standards. Return loss
in the mated connection is also minimised, as the adapters contain RL calibration
coefficients representing a nominal RJ45 plug. Due to the unique way the DTX
works, it will also check the mated NEXT in the Channel Adapter.
The above test configuration was written with the assistance of Fluke Networks.

Patch Leads
The purpose of certification testing is to ensure that a link, channel, or
component meets industry performance standards. Installers certify
permanent links and the network owners install patch cords at a later date
to complete the channel.
Patch cord certification brings together a compliant permanent link and
patch cord to make a standards compliant channel. Patch cord certification
can be performed in the factory or the field with the right Test Equipment
and Adapters.
As with permanent links and channels, the test equipment used for
certification must be set to the correct test limit and the relevant category
Patch Cord Test Heads are used.
The Fluke Networks DTX has a range of Patch Cord Test Head Sets available,
Cat5e, Cat6 and Cat6A. They all come in a version that can test both Screened
and Unscreened cables. Also note unlike the Permanent Link and Channel
Adaptors, they are Specific Main and Remote Heads, check you have them
the correct way around as the DTX will warn of an incorrect set up.

Turn the Dial to SETUP, select Twisted Pair
Press ENTER and scroll down to More Test Limits. Press ENTER.
Scroll down until you reach the required Patch Cord test. Press ENTER.
Scroll down to the correct Test; Please Note ISO is a more stringent test particularly for
Cat6A the correct length must also be selected for the Patch Cord under test.

Once selected press ENTER you will then see the following screen.

Turn the Dial back to Autotest and Press the TEST button.
Following the Test the results will be display as follows:

If required now press SAVE to store the individual results.

Configuring Test Equipment
Fibre Testing – (Tier 1)
For warranty purposes Excel requires Fibre testing to be carried out using a Power Source and Light Meter, sometimes referred to as Fibre
Loss Testing, this should be completed using the One Jumper Reference Method, the following section will guide you through what
this means and how to set up a Fluke DTX fitted with MFM2/SFM2 Fibre Modules to complete this testing, if you are using anyone of the
other authorised testers please refer to their Instruction Manuals.
We suggest that you carry out the complete set up prior, to attaching the launch leads and referencing the two units. A lot of people shy
away from fibre because they think it is difficult, however from the following you will actually see how simple and easy it really is.
This said you still have to carry out the basics of setting up the JOB INFORAMTION outlined in the first few paragraphs
Turn the dial to SETUP and highlight FIBRE LOSS and press ENTER you will now see 3 Tabs.

Highlight TEST LIMIT and you will have a number of options, once more we want to select the EN50173 Standards, if it isn’t in the LAST
USED list, scroll down to MORE TEST LIMITS press ENTER, then select EN and ENTER and select EN50173 Fibre Optic Link press ENTER.

Now select the FIBRE TYPE press ENTER, highlight GENERIC and press ENTER and select from the list. Press ENTER to go back to the
previous screen.

Then scroll to Remote End Setup and select SMART REMOTE. Now scroll to BI-DIRECTIONAL and select YES.

The Tab 2 is one of the most important during the set up phase, enter incorrect information at this stage and you can get incorrect
results, effectively you are setting up the ‘Loss Budget’ for the link you are about to test, get this wrong and successful passes can actually
be reported as failures.

You must therefore enter the correct number of Adaptors in your link as well as the correct number of Splices, (within Patch Panels etc.)

Scroll to Tab 2 and then select ADAPTORS and press ENTER select the correct number and follow the instructions on the screen.
Repeat the process for SPLICES then moving on to the CONNECTOR TYPE and finally the TEST METHOD, as mentioned at the start of this
Sub-Topic we require the test to be carried out using the 1 JUMPER Method. Pressing SAVE after each change to confirm.

Next scroll to Tab 3 the Tester will automatically select DEFAULT and unless you have a special fibre and are in possession of the refractive
indexes of the cable to be used we recommend that this is left unchanged.

There is one final procedure prior to commencing the formal testing, which is to set up the Reference Leads.

Turn the dial to SET REFERENCE and press ENTER, you will now see a graphical display on
the DTX screen of how the Reference Leads need to be connected.

Once this has been done press TEST, this only takes a few seconds to achieve once complete you will see the following screen.

Press F2 for OK and the next graphical image will show how to then disconnect the leads
correctly.

Now turn the DIAL back to AUTOTEST and you are ready to start testing the fibre links. The
process for setting up for Single-mode testing is almost identical.
If there are any doubts on how to set up you tester for a specific project it is recommended
that you call Excel Technical Support, prior to commencing to avoid any confusion and
delays with warranty applications at a later stage.
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